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In the historiography of southern labor, the years following World War II are typically viewed as a time when African Americans were either courted by short-lived radical unions or abandoned by white labor leaders seeking to solidify their tenuous gains through the negotiation of discriminatory contracts. For black workers employed in the Convair Aircraft Corporation’s Fort Worth plant, however, the path taken by District Lodge 776 of the International Association of Machinists (IAM) suggests that a more moderate path was also possible. Although they balked at promoting any form of social equality that might challenge the IAM’s Anglo membership policies, District 776 officials argued that the strength of recently won collective bargaining agreements and the job security of all workers depended upon fair representation for black and white alike. Time and again union officials at Convair demonstrated a willingness to cooperate with black workers in adjusting shopfloor grievances.

Unlike the idealistic civil rights unionism espoused elsewhere in the South, this brand of pragmatic colorblind unionism was necessitated by the economic realities of the aircraft industry’s unstable structural condition and fluctuating demand for labor. By examining the ways in which District 776 and the IAM negotiated the rocky terrain of race relations in the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s, this lecture seeks to demonstrate that a third way between the poles of radical interracialism and reactionary segregationism was indeed possible within the postwar southern labor movement.

Abel received his PhD in history from Rice University. As this year’s Summerlee Fellow for the Study of Texas History, he is spending the academic year revising his manuscript “Sunbelt Civil Rights: Race, Labor, and Fair Employment in the Texas Aircraft Industry, 1940-1980” for publication with the University of Georgia Press.
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